
 

 
Gun Free Kitchen Tables 

We don't know who she is, but we know we can save her life 

 

Update from the Kitchen Table 
January 14 2016 
Dear friends and supporters of Gun Free Kitchen Tables, 
As I noted in a recent opinion piece (hosted by +972), Israel’s small arms policy is undergoing an 
extensive, swift and very reckless change for the worse. Below is an update on this still-
unfolding process and on the oppositional feminist action taken by Gun Free Kitchen Tables. We 
continue close monitoring of the entire process and its separate components, seeking and 
carrying out a variety of means to resist its destructive progress. 
Thank you each for following and supporting our work. 
Sincerely, Rela 

Rela Mazali, Co-Coordinator, Gun Free Kitchen Tables 

Background: 
In October 2015, the (recently appointed) Minister of Public Security, Gilad Erdan, began 
initiating and implementing a series of changes in Israel's small arms policy. He significantly 
extended the criteria qualifying people for gun licenses (allowing many thousands more to 
apply for and receive licenses), he simplified the procedure for license renewal making it almost 
automatic, he repeatedly issued calls for license holders to carry their arms at all times and for 
those eligible to apply for licenses and arm themselves. Meanwhile, the practices of law 
enforcement authorities and the military effectively sanctioned shooting-to-kill in situations 
perceived as terror attacks. Most recently, Minister Erdan proposed an amendment to an 
existing clause (10c) of the Firearms Act that restricts the licenses of private security guards to 
their places of work.  
These changes in gun control policy are framed as a policy response to the recent outbreak of 
violent attacks by individual Palestinians. In fact they are a form of 'every man for himself' 
defense conceding the legitimacy of a government unable to protect its citizens by preventing 
attacks by random individuals. In the absence of a relevant response to the outbreak, the 
government is adopting a radical privatization of 'security.'  
  
GFKT Intervention: 
November 22nd – GFKT wrote the Head of the Small Arms Licensing Division at the Ministry of 

Public Security, urging that the division limit newly issued licenses (applying the recently 
broadened criteria) to a period of six months after which they would be reviewed in the 
context of the unfolding circumstances.  

 No answer received to date. 

http://972mag.com/israel-looks-to-alter-gun-policy-and-women-are-most-at-risk/115912/


November 10th – led by a partner of the GFKT campaign, the Ass. for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), 
we called on the parliamentary Committee of the Interior to institute a specific, clear 
mechanism for filing complaints against security guards and firms. 

  The request was pronounced superfluous and denied. 

October through December 2015 –  
Data collection – GFKT initiated focused data collection on all shooting incidents 
reported by media and human rights groups in October-December, towards piecing 
together a clearer picture of trends and developments. 
Press releases – Two GFKT press releases protested the severe and swift changes for the 
worse in Israel's small arms policy. (Activists from ACRI and Isha L’Isha joined GFKT staff 
in writing and distributing these.) 
Critical discourse in the media – GFKT’s oppositional views and data were featured, 
over October-December 2015, in 35 media items in Hebrew, English and Arabic, both in 
local and international venues. Among the last of these in English was this article from 
the Middle East Eye. (Spokeswomen for GFKT included activists from Isha L’Isha and 
ACRI as well as GFKT staff.) 

December 2015-January 2016 –  
Opposing amendment of Clause 10c of the Firearms Act – 
Enacted in 2008, this clause was only enforced in 2013, directly due to the data 
collection and advocacy work of GFKT (as noted in the 2014  annual report of Israel's 
State Comptroller). In the five years between enactment and enforcement, 18 people, 
most of them women, were killed by security guards' guns that were taken home. In the 
11 years preceding enforcement (2002-2013) 33 people were killed by the guns of 
security guards in the home and family sphere, again, a majority of them women. 
However, since enforcement in 2013, over two-and-a-half years, not one person was 
killed by security guards' guns in the home. This is the longest period on record (since 
documentation began) without such murders.  
On Friday January 1st, a Palestinian citizen of Israel used the weapon issued to his 
father, a volunteer guard, to shoot randomly at people in a Tel Aviv pub, killing two, 
severely injuring others and apparently killing a taxi driver later that day.  
Paradoxically, Minister Erdan capitalized on the resulting shock and fear by pushing the 
proposed amendment through the first stage of legislation on January 3rd. 
GFKT meanwhile took the following steps: 
Dec. 24th – Letter to the Minister of Public Security, detailing our objections to the 

proposed amendment; 
 Answered January 3rd; GFKT objections dismissed. 
Dec. 27th – Formal objections to the amendment submitted, in keeping with legal 

procedures for filing objections to proposed legislature; 
Dec. 30th – Letter to the Chair of the Parliamentary Committee of the Interior, a key 

body in the legislation process, requesting an urgent meeting; 
 No answer received to date. 

January 3rd – Letter to the Minister of Social Equality and the Head of the Women's 
Equal Status Administration, demanding that the legislation process include an 
expert gender analysis of the amendment’s implications for women; 

http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/analysis-law-reversal-femicide-1096004778


 No answers received to date. 

January 6th – Expert gender analysis of the amendment’s implications for 
women submitted by GFKT – joined by 7 additional women's organizations 
(totaling 20 women's and civil society organizations) – to the Minister of Social 
Equality, to the Head of the Women’s Equal Status Administration and to 
additional ministers and Knesset Members, requesting the document’s inclusion 
in the evidence considered during legislation. The expert opinion is based on 
GFKT's years of research and on data newly collected by GFKT.  

 Phone follow-up with ministerial and Knesset Members’ aides urging inclusion of 
GFKT’s expert opinion in forthcoming discussions of the amendment. 

Analyzing and presenting new GFKT data – Newly collected data, fully verified for 
October 2015, showed that off-duty security guards had no role in stopping attacks or 
suspected attacks. Out of 55 incidents in which firearms helped stop attacks or 
perceived attacks, only six involved security guards, all of them on duty. Of these, two 
were mistaken shootings (ending in innocent death), and a third was very likely 
mistaken. GFKT crunched these data into an info-graphic poster (below), posted on the 
GFKT Facebook page January 3rd. The poster reached 33,000 in 2 days.  

 

 
Data collection: Moran Greenwald 

Poster design: Noa Mazali 

New media, old media – 
In the first two weeks of 2016, GFKT Facebook page subscription ('likes') climbed by close to 
200 and is now at 3,338;  over 42,000 people were reached by GFKT Facebook postings.  
GFKT figured in 16 media items in two weeks. Notably, to date media has been calling us before 
we can call them. Knesset member Merav Michaeli, issued a striking video clip (in Hebrew) 
opposing the amendment and clearly crediting GFKT for enforcement of the law in 2013.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/MichaeliMerav/videos/1081376668552705/?theater


To donate to Gun Free Kitchen Tables: 

Click the button at the top left-hand corner of the GFKT home page; Click the “Donate” button on the menu 

Click “Donate” for a one-time donation or “Subscribe” for monthly donations and fill in the form 

AND PLEASE DON’T FORGET: 

On the last screen 

Click the + sign to open the “Purpose of Donation” box & type in: FOR GUN FREE KITCHEN TABLES 

 

http://isha.org.il/%D7%AA%D7%97%D7%95%D7%9E%D7%99-%D7%A4%D7%A2%D7%99%D7%9C%D7%95%D7%AA/%D7%94%D7%90%D7%A7%D7%93%D7%97-%D7%A2%D7%9C-%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%9C%D7%97%D7%9F-%D7%94%D7%9E%D7%98%D7%91%D7%97/

